In this paper we propose a Two-Sample Test for the means of high dimensional data and a new method to calculate the critical value. The proposed test does not require any condition linking the data dimension and the sample size which makes it a good alternative to the Hotelling T 2 statistic when the data dimension is much larger than the sample size and/or the two sample covariance matrices are not equal. One of the most important application of the proposed test is multivariate feature selection in all fields specially where data dimension is high like image features, genes or finance data. It is also important to highlight the low computing time required by the proposed method to calculate the critical value.
Introduction
Features selection for classifier is a very important task to reach high accuracy in classification systems. It plays especially important role in complex machine learning and computer vision problems as medical image analysis ( [14] ). Onedimensional metrics measure the overlapping area between classes for a single feature independently of other features. However, in most areas, each feature does not work individually but, rather, with other features, and the correct way to select the best features for classification is to measure the contribution of a set of features together rather than one feature alone. To tackle this task, it is necessary to develop multidimensional metrics.
Let { x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } and { y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y m } be two independent random samples generated in an i.i.d. manner from p-dimensional multivariate normal distributions X ∼ N ( µ 1 , Σ 1 ) and Y ∼ N ( µ 2 , Σ 2 ) respectively, where the mean vectors µ 1 , µ 2 ∈ R p , and the covariance matrices Σ 1 , Σ 2 are positive definite. Let us suppose that the mean vectors µ 1 , µ 2 and the covariance matrices Σ 1 , Σ 2 are unknown. In this paper, we consider the problem of measuring how close are the two Gaussian means vectors µ 1 , µ 2 to each other, which translates to testing the high dimensional hypothesis
In case X and Y are not Gaussian, it is enough to assume that n and m are sufficiently large, so the Central Limit Theorem applies for samples means. Using maximum likelihood methods, means vectors can be estimated by samples's means, i.e
and
Hotelling's T 2 test ( [6] ) is the conventional test for the above hypothesis when the dimension p is fixed and less than n + m − 2, and Σ 1 = Σ 2 . This test is defined as
where Σ is the pooled samples covarince matrix given by
With the Central Limit Theorem, we have
When p > n + m − 2, the matrix Σ is singular and the Hotelling's Test is not defined. As demonstrated in [1] , the Hotelling's test is known to be inefficient even when p ≤ n + m − 2 and is nearly as large as n + m − 2. It is also important to highlight the fact that it is hard to verify the assumption Σ 1 = Σ 2 for high demensional data, and using the Hotelling's T 2 test like in [8] may be missleading. Moreover, since the hypothesis H 0 consists of the p-marginal hypotheses: H 0l : µ 1l = µ 2l for l = 1, ..., p regarding the means on each data dimension, a natural question is how many hypotheses can be tested simultaneously. These problems were addressed in [4] , [7] , [3] and [12] with some limitations, complications, and time consuming.
Thus, in this paper we provide a simple two sample test that works in all cases without any limitation on p and even when Σ 1 = Σ 2 . In the context of feature selections, this test estimate the overlapping area between classes.
2 Vector-Variate T statistical metric Let δ := X − Ȳ denote the shift vector between the two samples. When H 0 holds ( µ 1 = µ 2 ), the mean vector and the covariance matrix of δ are:
As the values of the two samples are independant, the covariance matrices Σ X , Σ Ȳ can be evaluated as
Hence,
Thus, for n, m big enough,
and we define our Vector-Variate T statistical metric as
where I is the identity Matrix. The covariance matrices Σ 1 and Σ 2 are square (p × p) and positive definite, so Σ δ is square positive definte and, then, orthogonal diagonalizable. Let
. . , λ p ) and θ := (ϑ 1 , ϑ 2 , . . . , ϑ p ) be the matrices formed by the square root of eigenvalues of Σ δ and by corresponding eigenvectors (respectively). Then, Σ δ can be written as
and our vector variate metric Z can be rewritten as
The critical value z α
The shosen critical value fixes a trade-off between the risk of rejecting H 0 when H 0 actually holds, and the risk of accepting H 0 when H 1 holds. For a significance level α, we reject H 0 in favor of
If p = 2 we can take z α = −2 ln(α). For higher dimension p > 2, we define α as:
Let Φ(x) be the cumulative distribution function of the standard Gaussian variable. We define the sequence Using integration by parts, we drive the following formula for n > 1:
When n is even, we derive the following recurrence formula I(n, x) = x n−1 e −x 2 2 + (n − 1)I(n − 2, x).
Parameters Estimations
The covariance matrix needs to be estimated if it is unknown. The unbiased estimator is the sample covariance matrix
Our estimation needs to be checked and corrected if the covariance estimated has a negative Eigen value. In practice, the negative Eigen values are very close to zero in general, then it is enough to replace all the negative Eigen values by a small positive number noted ε, which it should be smaller, at least 10 times, than the smallest positive Eigen values of the covariance matrix. For example if the first Eigen value is negative, the corrected estimated matrix of covariance is equals to
where θ is the matrix of adapted eigenvectors of the estimated covariance matrix and ε < min k∈{2,...,p} λ k /10.
Simulation

Feature selection
For simulation purpose public JSRT database ( [10] ) was used. It is the standard digital image database with and without chest lung nodules that was created by the Japanese Society of Radiological Technology (JSRT) in cooperation with the Japanese Radiological Society (JRS) in 1998. Database contains 154 nodule and 93 non-nodule images with resolution 2048x2048 pixels. Symlets wavelets at level of decomposition 16 were applied to all images in order to extract features. To reduce the number of features after performing features extraction using Wavelet which results in large number of features, a Multi-feature selection is implemented. The objective is to choose the most significant set of features for classification, i.e. the mixture of features that will best distinguish the object (pathology) from the non-object (normal) classes. To accomplish this, a two-step feature selection process is performed. Proposed statistical metric was used to select best features for classification of regions on image to two classes. Results of our simulation are represented at the Table 1 . 
Conclusion
We have proposed a simple two sample test that works in all cases without any limitation on p and even when Σ 1 = Σ 2 . This test was particularly conceived for multivariate feature selection like medical image analysis. Due to complexity of the problem each feature does not work indivudually, but tends to work with other features to achieve certain tasks. The Figure 1 shows the inefficiency of one-dimensional metric and the efficiency of two-dimensional metrics:
In the context of multivariate feature selection, this test estimates the overlapping area between classes. More precisely, the metric will quantify the contribution of each q features selected among p features, total number of features. The proposed in subsection 2.1 method for calculation of the critical value z α will require reasonable computing time.
According to the value of the metric, the possible p q sets of q-features can be ordered in terms of relevancy for classifier. A method to order the groups of features from the "best group" to the "worst group" is to compare the normalized value of the metric Z ν
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